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The two academics Michel Espagne and Michael Werner first coined the expression ‘cultural
transfer’ (in a cultural history context) in the mid-1980s, in an essay entitled ‘Deutschfranzösischer Kulturtransfer im 18. und 19. Jahrhundert’ (1) or ‘German-French cultural transfer
in the 18th and the 19th century’, thereby opening up a new field of study. Taking the GermanFrench relationship as their reference point, Espagne and Werner investigated the relationship
between the two cultures. In their detailed description of the dynamic of the cultural elements
exchange process, which was based on a number of different sociological, historical and empirical
studies, they elucidated the term ‘cultural transfer’. They came to the conclusion that culture can
no longer be seen as an enduring, fixed fact of our existence. This changes the concept of collective
identity: society becomes a dynamic network of different influences and identities. A society’s
culture is no longer a firmly fixed phenomenon, but a changeable one that is influenced by other
cultures.
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Tourism is both the largest economic sector and the largest employment provider in our world
today. It is a part of economic globalisation and makes a significant contribution to cultural
exchange. People travel in order to discover other cultures, to experience different traditions and
to escape from everyday life – from their own everyday life, that is. Vanessa Safavi (Lausanne,
1980) would describe herself as a tourist. Her interest in foreign lands, however, goes a great deal
further than that of someone who simply travels in order to discover other cultures – she uses
these other cultures as raw material, analysing them and incorporating them into her work. The
Iranian-Swiss artist’s oeuvre ranges from simple installations to complex multi-part sculptural
groups. Safavi makes tourism the theme of her artistic praxis – and also criticises it. For her,
tourism develops out of cultural transfer: it is a cultural transfer phenomenon. Her installation
‘Plenty of None’ at the Galerie Chert in 2010 connects with symbolic representations of leisure
time, holiday and tourism. The floor is completely covered in fine, white sand, immediately
evoking associations with seaside holidays. These days, countless bar businesses use this
space design – which is, in point of fact, extremely simple – to attract customers, with a certain
inevitability. So-called beach bars trade on the illusion of exotic beaches and sell exotic drinks,
to the accompaniment of southern music. As a result, there are many places in European cities
that give a precise picture of the expectations of tourists travelling to southern countries. Safavi,
however, presents us with far more: for instance, her installations include forgotten-looking
clothes – fully or partially visible. In a very simple way, she shows what remains once the tourists
have left: the rubbish and flotsam of a western society. It is a fact that tourism is a ‘movement’
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Plenty of None, 2010
Sand, clothes, epoxy paint, 700 x 500 cm.
Installation view, ‘Between the Tree and a Plastic Chair’,
Chert, Berlin, 2010.
Photo: Lukas Goretta. Courtesy the artist and Chert, Berlin.
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Vanessa Safavi
by andreas schlaegel

Andreas Schlaegel: Your works appear to communicate
exceptionally well in images.
Vanessa Safavi: I suppose so, but it also has to do
with scale. If you’re talking about the birds in Each Color
is a Gift for You (2012), they have a strong presence that
lends itself to photography. But the installation deals
with absence — not really death, but non-life or inactivity. It speaks to our relation to exoticism, how we treat
it as a fetish and consume it.
AS: As taxidermy specimens they seem to refer to the
notion of the ruin as a form that exists for eternity — a
form devoid of life.
VS: They are installed lying on their backs, the same
way that biologists keep the pieces in drawers, as study
material. Taxidermy is a form of preservation, but it is in
fact very romantic. I didn’t want to make an apocalyptic
scenario, even if the birds represent a sense of failed utopia. The first time I showed them was at CRAC Alsace
for my exhibition “I Wish Blue Could Be Water”(2012).
I proposed a utopian possibility and its own failure. It
is a very old philosophic concept — that opposites exist
and work together.
AS: But the birds were only one part of the exhibition.
What else did it consist of?
VS: I showed them with two cast white silicone

pieces on the wall, white monochromes. It was a very
poetic juxtaposition, a dialogue — as if the color had
vanished out of the paintings on the wall and had taken
on the form of birds. I’m also fascinated by resins, plastics and gums.
AS: What are the qualities of resin that attract you?
VS: There is a deep relation to the unconscious in
translucent materials. They have a potential for contemplation in the original sense of the word — of seeing
something, admiring it and thinking about it. Silicone is
like jelly, like a jellyfish, a deep-sea creature that creates
light out of itself. It brings up things from Buddhism
and psychology that are based on theories of the unconscious, things in the mind that we are not aware of.
AS: Is your mixed cultural origin important for your
work?
VS: It’s where everything starts. With my Iranian origins and the impressions of the country, having grown
up surrounded by that culture, it made it easy for me,
for example, to travel in Asia. I was not taking a Western perspective, seeing things as exotic. I don’t like to
categorize, or to be categorized. My work criticizes but
also leaves things as they are. I try not to deconstruct
too much or present too much reality. I’m a witness, a
good witness.

Andreas Schlaegel is an art
critic and curator based in
Berlin.
Vanessa Safavi was born in
Lausanne in 1980. She lives
and works in Berlin.
Selected solo shows:
2013: Chert, Berlin
(upcoming); Castello
di Rivoli, Turin.
2012: Kunsthalle Basel,
Basel; CRAC Alsace,
Altkirch, FR; Centre
Culturel Suisse, Paris.
2011: Kunsthaus Glarus,
Glarus CH. 2010: Chert,
Berlin; Claudia Groeflin
Galerie, Zürich.
Selected group shows:
2013: “If I was John
Armleder,” a project for Art
Genève 2013, Geneva;
“Harum-Scarum,”
Blancpain Art
Contemporain, Geneva.
2012: “Partoftheprocess 5”
Zero, Milan.
2011: “Be nice to me,”
Nordenhake, Berlin.
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KUNSTHAUS GLARUS

by aoife rosenmeyer

Sign up to receive the Art in America Newsletter
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GLARUS Bringing together a multitude of art historical references is de rigueur in artistic practice today,
as though artists were chefs blending a variety of flavors to create their own signature dishes. In this sense,
Vanessa Safaviʼs sculptures and two-dimensional works, which combine notes of primitivism and Pop, naive
expression and contemporary criticism, are typical. But they outshine the work of many of the young Swiss
artistʼs peers thanks to an irreverence that is neither pointlessly destructive nor archly ironic but applied with
critical wit.
Her first institutional exhibition, “Resorts,” occupied three rooms of the Kunsthaus Glarus. In the first large
gallery—hanging on the walls or propped up against them—treated animal hides dyed green, brown, yellow
and close to Wedgwood blue were displayed on or behind Plexiglas, their forms suggesting outline maps of
unknown territories. Three pedestals were positioned along one side of the gallery; placed on the first two
were, respectively, three small bottles labeled “Love Drops” and three tubs of hair gel—both in the PanAfrican colors of red, yellow and green—while the third featured a small stuffed parrot. Titled Still Life 5
(African Samples), 2011, this tableau of souvenirs from Safaviʼs recent residency in South Africa fused mystic
Sangoma medicine, 21st-century commodity culture and the fantasy of Africa as natural paradise. Yet these
symbols of personal and national identity seemed to be presented as outdated tools, their use value
depleted, since Safavi had turned the gallery into a kind of warehouse, by means of her sometimes casual
display of the hides and the general sparseness of her ensemble.
The upper gallery was populated by 17 sculptures made from painted iron rods, each a tall vertical pole from
which shapes protrude at various angles. Some of these sculptures are birdlike, and some could be busts,
echoing the austerity of those on Easter Island, though they have hints of European monocles and
mustaches. They evoke both “primitive” figural sculptures in remote societies and the absorption of such
objects into modern painting and sculpture by artists such as Gauguin and Picasso; the results are new
characters that seem mildly confused but not overly perturbed by their identity. In contrast to that inviting
forest of sculptures, the third room, housing Real Life Is Elsewhere (2011), could not be traversed. Covering
the floor was a carpet of sand, from which a number of nascent, unfired, fist-size clay forms poked out as if
washed up on the shore, teasing us with their lack of definition.
In our age of what Okwui Enwezor calls “intense proximity,” when every place and thing is accessible as
information, image or destination, Safavi reminds us that we are still largely tourists, that familiarity is often
illusory. The recognition of so many different localities, traditions and languages does not necessarily indicate
a substantial understanding of them. By finally thwarting our desire to see what lay in the sand, Safavi closed
the show by frustrating our urge to index, organize and experience the world as an assortment of images that
we assume we comprehend and can therefore disregard.

http://www.artinamericamagazine.com/reviews/vanessa-safavi/

Kirstine Roepstorff, Rockin Rocks, Version
3, 2008
Mixed Media, 212 x 66 inches, Courtesy the artist.
Artist Kirstine Roepstorff was born and trained in Denmark,
but lives and works in Berli

Joe Fig, Inka Essenhigh, 2005
Stuart Hawkins, Rooftop Garden, 2010
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Vanessa Safavi in discussion with Pauline Beaudemont,
Capetown—new york, april 12th 2011
pictures by Pauline Beaudemont, translation by Jeanne-Salomé rochat

Pauline Beaudemont — Hello Vanessa Safari!!!
Vanessa Safavi — Heya, how are you?
I’m good. I’d like to climb Table Mountain today. What’s the
time in Cape Town?
It would have been the perfect day to climb this rock! It’s
6pm here. But the sun will soon go down, it’s Autumn. In
New York, you’re probably having lunch.
I’m having coffee. You spent the Summer in the South hemisphere, while others were freezing. So I wonder: why chose
Cape Town?
You mean European Winter?
Yes. Because Cape Town is still infested with sharks and the
ocean is freezing.
I guess for several reasons, one among others, that you
just mentioned! Cape Town, or South Africa, was the
furthest I could go, it was one thing and also because
Summer was about to come (so what??). More seriously,
I had imagined it would be an ideal place for wondering,
or find answers to earlier questions. The journey, tourism,
«local» language, culture, are subjects I am into, that I
find interesting. And I might be a little addicted to such
experiences.
Did you expect this?
Uh, probably not. I knew nothing about South Africa, or
very little. I was a teenager when apartheid fell and I did
not care about it, honestly. Thinking about it, it was an
evidence to try to get this residency.
It is strange to find oneself in a country with such a powerful
history.
And so young… One does not always understand, it’s a
very complex social scheme. But I have good guides!
Especially as except a few Townships, one thinks this could be
California, at first sight. It’s almost disconcerting.
It’s all new, apparently Cape Town was completely different 10 years ago; a harbour city, dirtier, gloomier and
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DON’T YOU HAVE ANY THING ELSE TO TALK ABOUT…

harder, where crime and prostitution were way more present. I suppose that contradictions are even bigger in the
States than in South Africa…
I don’t think so, the social scale is very well organised in the
States, everyone has their spot. South Africa is still nonsense.
They follow a strange example.
Politics absolutely want to open to tourism, therefore one
puts flashy things around and pretends everything is fine.
And it works!
Yes but everything is corrupted, and it’s very strange and
very hard to understand. We would need to devote a complete issue of Novembre to that question, and I’m not sure
they are tempted by that idea!
You had a show at the BLANK PROJECT gallery in Woodstock
Cape Town, in this awesome neighbourhood between two
crack houses. How did you manage to conceive it in such an
environment? I mean, without commenting on the country,
you somehow took position. Already in the title, ‘No More Ice
Cream’, this broken neon piece.
The crack house ambiance is not everywhere. And this is
what it’s all about: want some flashy you get it, want some
trash, some African exoticism or British tavern ambiance
bars, tourists wearing shorts climbing Lion’s Head, you
get them too. There is a little bit of everything and among
it, artists, like us, black, white, yellow, green, who try to
make things. I haven’t done anything but deal with all this.
Go to the beach, smoke joints, read in my panties, think
and eat sausages. But I guess I ended up doing much
more. To climb the hill, South Africa was a good choice.
But as an artist, you would not do the same show in Jamaica
or in Belarus. Over there, this provincial mood mixed up with
the ambient aggression create a weird energy.
Ah! Yes and no. You see, in three or four months of residency, you might become familiar with the country, but
you don’t know it enough to judge or make conclusions
out of it. What I wanted to avoid above all, was to produce a
«critical» show or a «South African» show, therefore I tried
to take things the other way around. In my works, each
object is sent to a symbolical resonance and its contradiction. I wanted to turn away from criticism as much as possible. I am well aware that we cannot avoid being critical,
or involved in a way or another. The exhibition at BLANK
is a rather easy* and coloured and happy* exhibition. But
things always belong to a context. South Africa is an interesting context in terms of what it would raise for me as an
artist. In another country, I would probably adopt the same
attitude, the same approach.
On behalf of a certain distance towards strong subjects and
rather violent symbols.
Exactly. And a bit of darkness too. I don’t believe in complete detachment either. If you don’t believe in anything
at all, you get depressed!
If you are open to something new while keeping tour integrity. But if you stay «on vacation». What is there to say
about tour buddies at the YOUNG BLACK MAN or BLANK
PROJECT art spaces, who are from South Africa and evolve
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what it’s all about: want some flashy you get it, w
trash, some African exoticism or British tavern a
bars, tourists wearing shorts climbing Lion’s H
get them too. There is a little bit of everything an
it, artists, like us, black, white, yellow, green, w
make things. I haven’t done anything but deal wi
Go to the beach, smoke joints, read in my pant
and eat sausages. But I guess I ended up doi
more. To climb the hill, South Africa was a good
But as an artist, you would not do the same show i
or in Belarus. Over there, this provincial mood mixe
the ambient aggression create a weird energy.
Ah! Yes and no. You see, in three or four month
dency, you might become familiar with the cou
you don’t know it enough to judge or make con
out of it. What I wanted to avoid above all, was to p
«critical» show or a «South African» show, theref
to take things the other way around. In my wo
object is sent to a symbolical resonance and its c
tion. I wanted to turn away from criticism as muc
sible. I am well aware that we cannot avoid bein
or involved in a way or another. The exhibition a
is a rather easy* and coloured and happy* exhib
things always belong to a context. South Africa i
resting context in terms of what it would raise for
artist. In another country, I would probably adopt
attitude, the same approach.
On behalf of a certain distance towards strong sub
rather violent symbols.
Exactly. And a bit of darkness too. I don’t believ
plete detachment either. If you don’t believe in
at all, you get depressed!
If you are open to something new while keeping
grity. But if you stay «on vacation». What is the
about tour buddies at the YOUNG BLACK MAN o
PROJECT art spaces, who are from South Africa a
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